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SINEs stands for short interspersed elements, one of retroposons that can amplify

themselves in the genomes. SINEs was originally thought to be selfish genetic elements

and not functional, and their insertion sites are random during evolution. By using these

characteristics, we have developed the reliable method to determine phylogenetic

relationships. By applying this method, so called the SINE method (1), to the

mammalian phylogeny, we solved long-standing phylogenetic questions such as the

origin of whales (2,3), the phylogenetic position of bats (4) and the divergence order of

primitive eutherian mammals (5).

 Recently, thanks to the development of genomics, CNEs (conserved

non-coding-elements) were discovered. CNEs are now considered to be a key element

for macro-evolution. we discovered that AmnSINE1s are a part of mammalian-specific

CNEs, suggesting that AmnSINEs got functions in a common ancestor of mammals that

are mammalian-specific (6). In the Sasaki et al.’s PNAS paper (7), we elucidated that

SINE loci function as enhancers for fgf8 and satb2. In the human genome, there are

more than 100 loci of AmnSINE1s, so it will be very interesting for us to elucidate these

all functions, because we will be able to describe the whole story of how

mammalian-specific phenotypes were generated on the DNA level.

  Especially, I link this event to the famous geological event occurred at 250 million

years ago (Ma), which is called P-T mass extinction. At that time, it is believed that

almost 96% species were extinct. Therefore, even survivals had hard time to live and

they should have adapted to the extreme environmental conditions. Accordingly, at that

time, many interesting exaptation events should have occurred on the DNA level.

Actually, we recently discovered that an AmnSINE1 functions as an enhancer for

wint5a, which is responsible for closure of the secondary palate of mammals. Closure of

the secondary palate is specific for mammals, and responsible for establishment of

efficiency of respiration. Therefore, this is considered to be adaptation for

low-concentration of oxygen, which is actually demonstrated to have occurred after P-T

mass extinction. I therefore consider that the AmnSINE1 locus got function as an



enhancer for Wint5a to adapt this anoxia condition by exaptation. Another example is

that of satb2. We recently elucidated, in collaboration with Prof. Alessandra Pierani, a

neurobiologist in Jacques-Monod Institute, that this SINE is specifically responsible for

extension of axons into corpus callosum through enhancement of satb2 expression.

Corpus callosum is an organ mammalian-specific, so getting function of this SINE is

considered to be one of the exaptations occurred at 250 Ma (8). These examples now

provide myself a belief that this project will be very fruitful and contributes to the

science greatly.
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